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THE STORY
/LA STORIA

THE JOURNEY
IN NAPOLI, WHERE LOVE IS KING...
as a classically trained chef, i learnt that precision and perfection are
critical when dealing with food. growing up as an italian, i discovered that
while the goal should always be perfection, the primary ingredient should always
be love. the love nonna (grandmother) or a nonno (grandfather) can put into
food, starting in the garden and ending at the table, is simply unmatchable.
italian brothers began a long time ago as fratelli italiani in southern italy,
the country's beating heart. south italy is often called the poor brother of the
north because of it's fertile farmland and thousands of years of history, but as
is said, poverty brings out the best in people. this shop combines poverty and
opulence in a way only italians know how.
northerners often brandish us southerners as 'terrone' (people of the earth,
Peasant, etc.), a distinctly racist phrase. however, for many of us new
generation southern italians, being a 'terrone' is something to be proud of.
so, what exactly is italian brothers? italian brothers takes its concept from
the italian 'bar', which is typically placed within the central piazza of a
village, and has been italy's social hub for thousands of years. it is a place
to talk about business, gossip, mourn, party, gamble, be social, and be seen.
the bar is the centrepiece of each village, called a paesi (pronounced pi-ehzi), and often sells coffee, alcohol, sandwiches, tobacco and household
products. you will often find people young and old sitting around, drinking,
smoking, and playing cards, or standing and having a quick espresso.
all this coupled with long evenings, standing next to nonno in his cantina,
waiting for him to slice the next thin piece of prosciutto or rolling pasta with
nonna, live out the experiences of 'la vita della paesi' (the life of the
village) and 'cucina povera' (the poor kitchen), which represents the childhoods
and lives of so many italians.
finally, all of our products are from the finest sources, supporting small rural
communities in italy. all of our meats and cheeses are cut fresh to order to
ensure they retain maximum flavour and moisture.
this shop is dedicated in the first instance to my beloved nonni; domenico,
agostino, bruna and giuseppina, (whom you might find now and again) and all the
other italians, zias and zios, who made me the italian i am today.
ciao e buon appetito xx, with a lot of love,

gianpaolo romano a.k.a. buono
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THE RULES
/GLI ORDINI

HOUSE RULES
complaints; like all italians, we, nor the internet, don't want to hear your
criticism, nor about your one visit to some tourist area of italy, simply, if
you don't like it don't come back, you won't be missed.
coffee; for those having coffee catch-ups, we must limit your visit to 30
minutes; it is very un-italian to stay longer! unless, of course, you are
talking business, sex, religion or politics, and/or you purchase another coffee.
table rent is included in our prices.
time; if it is busy, your order will take longer, no apologies here. for food,
always assume a minimum of 15 minutes. for the sake of freshness and flavour we
choose not to pre-prepare orders, everything is cut, made, and prepared, to
order.
pricing; we are expensive, we don't make any apologies for this. ask the price
if you would like to know!
just like the casino, the house is always right. if you would like clarification
as to why something is the way it is, just ask!
it is strictly prohibited to eat or drink food from other venues - come on guys,
didn't your parents ever teach you manners...
it is strictly bar service, and you must pay before you consume, unless you are
drinking alcohol - don't sit there waiting and look at us weirdly...
do not move chairs and tables without asking staff, minimum spend to rearrange
furniture is $50, don't sit down prior to ordering, and don't play with table
lamps - if you need help, come and ask our bar staff - again, manners...
and if you expect us to turn the music down, have coffee at home. enjoy! xx

OUR FITOUT + SOURCING

our award-winning fitout, built and designed by national capital, was
sustainably designed as an old school idea with a modern look.
our timber is sustainably-sourced recycled pier timber, our leather is
exclusively-sourced from tuscan cows, and our stone is specially-sourced from
the mountains of Italy.
we source our produce from sustainable sources, separate our organics and
recyclables, and have implemented water, electricity, and food waste reduction
strategies.
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THE IMPORTANT
LA IMPORTANTE

SURCHARGES
the following surcharges apply on all transactions and are compounding; 2.6% on
all eftpos transactions, 5% on saturdays and after 8:30 pm, 10% on sundays and
after 11 pm, 15% on public holidays. a maximum surcharge of 27.6% applies. there
is a .25 fee for bags and coffee trays, a .50 fee on each split of a bill, a 5.5
breakage charge and a 1.5 charge for sharing panini and pizzetini.

DISCOUNTS
a 25% discount applies to uniformed emergency services and military personnel on
non-alcoholic drinks and biscuits.
a discount of 10% can be applied to off duty members of emergency services, the
military, veterans, war widows, members of certain; orders and clergy, and la
fraternatia members, on non-alcoholic drinks and biscuits.
valid proof of membership must be shown. terms and conditions apply.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
justice of the peace services are complimentarily available to all members of
the public, regardless of whether or not a purchase is made.

WIFI
network: 'italian brothers customer'
see staff for password.

THE DETAILS
amici group pty. ltd. trading as italian brothers, fratelli italiani, and manuka
fine foods. italian brothers is owned and operated by the amici hospitality
group, a member of the pure network, and subsidiary of the john-paul romano
family corporation international.
australian business number - 85 624 329 960
liquor licence number - 11000554 (on + off)
tobacco licence number - 19400938
it is illegal to sell alcohol or tobacco products to minors.

italian: plentiful, humble, hardy, swift, loving,
flavourful, fulfilling, soulful, and
passionate.
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GOOD TO SHARE
/OUR PARTNERS

OUR PARTNERS
CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN PARTNERS

PRODUCT PARTNERS

IMPORT PARTNER

CLOTHING PARTNER

